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Introduction

In this atlas, the forms of the major human organs during the early weeks of prenatal development are depicted. Illustrations of the external form of human embryos have been published in great numbers and are to be found in numerous textbooks dealing with human embryology. However, we predominantly find a description of organ development with pictures of two-dimensional histological sections or with more or less schematic drawings often made according to historical originals. It is not rare to find in textbooks, even today, pictures of animal embryos as material for human development. Since it has been shown that results for animal embryos cannot always be simply and uncritically applied to human development, in this atlas of human embryology, only original images of the major organs of human embryos during the first few weeks of prenatal development are shown.

For technical reasons, modern developmental biology is almost exclusively concerned with animal embryos. However, it would be somewhat irresponsible to expect that the use of these new procedures could replace the investigation of human embryos with the traditional tools for the description of form. Sometimes, however, it seems that nowadays only molecular biological techniques and methods of developmental biology are considered to be a suitable approach to understanding developmental processes, whereas the classical morphological methods and procedures are increasingly seen as historical and, thereby, as hardly capable of producing good results. Regrettably, with this approach, it is often ignored that reports on the biochemical processes taking place during development can hardly provide a hint as to the ways and means in which they influence form. The fact that the steps taking place at the molecular level during the development of a leg of a mouse or chicken are to a large extent similar, however, offers no explanation as to how the final results of these processes are so different in form. To establish under what circumstances and conditions the arm, for example, of a human being is given its characteristic form, first precise knowledge of the course of development
is necessary. We need to know which steps are involved, from the development of the anlage to the formation of the ‘finished’ human form.

Only when the course of each individual step in these external changes in form has been understood, can there be a chance of also estimating the molecular incidents in the stages of the development of form.

Therefore, even nowadays, the classical observation, description and analysis of form, its development and change cannot be ignored altogether, neither within the framework of developmental biological nor embryological medical investigations. In this atlas, all that is depicted are those changes in position and form of the organs, which are visible during embryonic development. It is obvious that, together with these visible changes, a succession of processes in submicroscopic molecular dimensions, which are not directly visible, take place.

There has been much conjecture as to the relationship, so to speak, between macroscopic and submicroscopic processes and much has been alleged or even postulated without there having been any success in disproving any one of the hypotheses. Therefore, I restrict myself solely to illustrating phenomena of human organ development which are directly visible and I will keep my views on theories and hypotheses to myself. The reader’s concept of human organ development will, on the basis of our specimens, hopefully become more vivid and plastic.

Just as in the anatomical dissection course the organs concealed under the skin are exposed and become visible by dissection, layer for layer, the organs of an embryo can also be exposed and, thereby, made visible in their position and spatial form. As in an anatomical atlas the position and form of human organs are shown, in this atlas the changes in position and form of some of the human organs during prenatal development are seen in photographs of the specimens.

For the selection of the photographs, I made sure that the developmental stages were as close together as possible to make the changes in shapes of the organs clear and comprehensible. To demonstrate the relationships in form and position more reliably than the standard aspects are able to do, images of the same organs photographed from different directions are shown. This cannot, of course, be equally successful for every organ, sim-
ply because the small size of some objects sometimes makes un-
expectedly high demands on the patience and dexterity of the
author.

It would hardly be surprising if some of the photographs shown
here might appear peculiar and strange to the experienced ob-
server of histological and schematic illustrations in textbooks. This
could be due to the fact that these specimens also do not appear
to be as simple and familiar as the two-dimensional sections and
repeatedly drawn schemata so often seen. As in everyday life, also
in prenatal development, it is often the inconspicuous events
which are most important. Temporally close stages may some-
times appear hardly distinguishable from each other and only
upon more exact inspection can a characteristic developmental
step be recognized.

Even if it is customary to speak of 'the' human embryo, it must
be remembered that, already in his prenatal life, the human being
is a unique and unmistakable individual. As far as possible, I have
also tried to keep this aspect of the individual development of
form in mind. Since the growth of the embryo is precisely in the
early weeks a fundamental factor in the development of form, the
pictures of all stages of an organ are, in general, shown at the same
magnification.

The introductory text to each chapter hardly offers experts
anything new. It cannot and should not replace a textbook, but
rather explains, only briefly, some of the most significant develop-
mental steps documented in the illustrations. To instruct or teach
the readers is not the aim of this atlas, rather it simply offers them
an opportunity to develop a more precise conception of the anat-
omy of the human embryo through the power of their own obser-
vations.

In this context, I must accept the fact that the choice of photo-
graphs and their number cannot satisfy every reader in equal mea-
ure and that unnecessary or even absent aspects may be criti-
cized. However, I have endeavoured to give not only human
embryologists but also readers on the periphery of human embry-
ology and interested physicians and also laymen an opportunity
to make their own observations.

As expected from an atlas, the pictures of the specimens are
what is most important. Some of these pictures offer an unusual
aspect and often also only one small detail from a region. In order
to make orientation in the pictures easier for those who are strangers to human embryology, some explanatory terms have been added in small frames with deliberately simple and small line drawings. These should not distract the reader from looking at the photographs and cannot replace the photographs. In a few large format photographs, abbreviations refer to important terms.

To avoid burying the photographs beneath nomenclature, only those illustrations in a chapter have been labelled whose items are not self-explanatory from the previous figure. The nomenclature is oriented on the anatomy of adults as far as possible and on everyday speech and only when unavoidable have technical terms been employed.

Materials and Procedures

The embryos shown here were collected and dissected over a period of more than 25 years. I am very grateful to many colleagues, among them friends in many parts of the world, for their willingness to provide me with their material.

Human beings are not sacrificed especially for the procurement of cadavers for anatomical dissection courses and, for the same reasons, human embryos are neither killed nor bred for the sake of investigation in the field of human embryology. All of the embryos, without exception, were obtained from legal or medically indicated abortions and were all exclusively employed for the investigations described here. For these reasons, the early stages of human development are not depicted since only embryos of at least 4 weeks of age are available.

Following the employment of various techniques, the embryos were fixed in glutaraldehyde or paraformaldehyde, partly post-fixed in Bouin’s solution, then dehydrated in an ascending alcohol series and dried with CO₂ using the critical point method. The embryos were mounted on a specimen support and were cool-sputtered with gold or gold-palladium to a thickness of 30 nm.

When the surface layers of a specimen had been photographically documented with the scanning electron microscope (Zeiss Novascan or DSM 960 Zeiss), the deeper layers were exposed with the help of specially made microinstruments, the specimens re-sputtered and re-photographed with the scanning electron mi-
croscope. Dependent on the region under investigation, up to ten layers were exposed and photographed for each embryo.

**Age Determination**

It is usually not possible to determine the exact developmental age of an embryo because the time point of fertilization of the egg remains unknown. However, estimation of age based on measurements of the greatest length of the embryo or the crown-rump length was attempted. Since, however, embryos shrink by up to 20% as a result of fixation and the following dehydration dependent upon the techniques employed and, moreover, the extent of shrinkage is dependent on the length of time spent in the various solutions and, of course, just as for adults, there are shorter and taller human embryos, the evaluation of the length cannot be a highly reliable technique for the evaluation of the age.

Streeter's classification of embryos\(^1\) using his term, developmental horizons, was modified by O'Rahilly and Müller\(^2\) who used the term, developmental stages. The disadvantage of this system for the classification into stages is that for the first 8 embryonic weeks only 23 stages are suggested.

Due to the low number of stages in this system, the single stages are not characterized by typical developmental states of all organs, only reached at this stage, but include quite a lot of different maturation states of the organs. Since not all organ systems develop concurrently, but rather, for example, the heart can be somewhat further developed than the stomach, the use of developmental stages seems impractical.

Therefore, only approximate age estimations are given in weeks, estimated from an assumed time point of fertilization of the egg. The classification of the embryo according to developmental weeks is made on the basis of a comparison of the devel-
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opmental state of as many embryonic organs as possible with em-
bryos of tolerably exact developmental ages described in the lit-
erature.

Since, in obstetrics, for the determination of the age of the em-
bryo the ‘first day of the last period’ is taken to be the beginning of
the pregnancy, the gynaecological age is approximately 2 weeks
more than the embryological age given here.
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